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									The European learning community for future-proof cities
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    Cities in the EU Green Deal - Opportunities & Responsibilities


Discover our main achievements in our 2023 Impact Report


Let's celebrate! The European Covenant of Mayors turns fifteen





    
     

     
	
        
            Energy cities hubs

            The Energy Cities Hubs are our community spaces to activate, empower and inspire local leaders towards a climate-neutral Europe



            
                Local governance
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    Upcoming events  All events  

10 Apr - 11 Apr

Workshop
Grenoble, France
[image: ]
Resource efficiency, sufficiency and circular economy workshop
On the 10th and 11th of April 2024, a workshop on resource efficiency, sufficiency and circularity will be held in the city of Grenoble, France. […]


10 Apr - 11 Apr

Workshop
Arnhem, Netherlands

Energy communities workshop
On the 10th and 11th of April 2024, a workshop on energy communities will be held in the city of Arnhem, The Netherlands. The event, […]


10 Apr - 12 Apr

conference
Brussels, Belgium

DUT Conference 2024
Join DUT in Brussels 10-12 April 2024, as they bring together urban leaders, practitioners, researchers, investors, and visionaries at the forefront of sustainable urban transition. […]


11 Apr

conferenceweb conference
9 Place d'Iéna, Paris, France

SERAFIN Network’s Day of Discussions – 11 April 2024 in Paris
The SERAFIN network invites you to take part in debates on French and European public policies, local initiatives fostering ambitious and affordable energy renovation for […]


17 Apr - 18 Apr

Workshop
Porto, Portugal

Mobility communities workshop
On the 17th and 18th of April 2024, a workshop on mobility communities will be held in the city of Porto, Portugal. The event, is […]


18 Apr

webinar

CLIMAWEBINARS: Mobilizing Communities of practices. Energy and mobility.
This is the second webinar of the CLIMABOROUGH WEBINAR SERIES initiative. It will be the occasion to discuss: How the engagement of individuals, groups and […]


23 Apr - 24 Apr

Workshop
Valencia, Spain
[image: ]
Local climate strategies workshop
On the 23rd and 24th of April 2024, a workshop on local climate strategies will be held in the city of Valencia, Spain. The event, […]


23 Apr


Parc de la Boverie, Allée Frédéric Chopin, 4020 Liège, Belgium

Energy Communities, Inclusive and Solidary Tools against Energy Poverty
As part of the new INTERREG project for North-West Europe “SCEPA”, the City of Liège is pleased to organize a conference entitled: Citizens Energy Communities, […]


07 May - 08 May

Workshop
Rijeka, Croatia

Fossil-free heating and cooling workshop
On the 7th and 8th of May 2024, a workshop on fossil-free heating and cooling will be held in the city of Rijeka, Croatia. The […]


16 May



CLIMAWEBINARS: Connecting the dots of circularity
This third webinar of the CLIMABOROUGH WEBINAR SERIES initiative will be the occasion to discuss: Shifting from waste to circular economy is a crucial step […]
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Topics
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	Urban planning & Vision
	Sustainable food systems
	Emissions reduction
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News


[image: Drawing inspiration from Mission cities: become a twin city to accelerate your transition]
Drawing inspiration from Mission cities: become a twin city to accelerate your transition
Join the latest programme designed to help cities replicate efforts from pilots of the Cities Mission

Tools & Capacity building
Climate neutrality
Funding
Local governments
Learning programme
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09/04/2024
Do you want to accelerate your climate transition? Don’t wait! Apply for the NetZeroCities Twinning Learning Programme! It’s a 20-month programme for knowledge sharing and […]



Media


[image: Localising EU ambition: empowering municipalities to drive the implementation of the EU Green Deal]
Localising EU ambition: empowering municipalities to drive the implementation of the EU Green Deal



21/03/2024




Advocacy


[image: For a more resilient Europe: sufficiency can lead us toward climate neutrality]
For a more resilient Europe: sufficiency can lead us toward climate neutrality
Together with other 74 organisations, we call for sufficiency policies to be urgently included into the new EU strategic agenda

Lifestyle & Behaviour
European policies
Resilience
Quality of life
Sufficiency
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26/03/2024
Energy Cities, along with 74 European organisations from civil society, academia, cities and local authorities, businesses and public service operators, launched a manifesto for sufficiency […]



News


[image: Congratulations to the 23 european cities awarded with the EU Mission Label]
Congratulations to the 23 european cities awarded with the EU Mission Label
One of the EU Missions Label in Horizon Europe!

Smart cities
Decarbonisation
Climate neutrality


[image: ]Local governance

22/03/2024
On 21th of March, 23 European cities were awarded the Label of the EU Mission for Climate-Neutral and Smart Cities, one of the EU Missions in […]



News


[image: From European Green dream to local green deals]
From European Green dream to local green deals
Policy op-ed
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15/03/2024
March 2024:  there are fewer than 100 days to go until the European elections. This is a special moment on the Brussels scene. It is […]
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						BESANCON
			4 chemin du fort de Bregille

25000 Besancon, France

Phone: +33 (0)3 81 65 36 80



		
BRUSSELS
			Mundo Madou

Avenue des Arts 7-8

1210 Brussels, Belgium
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Get involved



	Register to the Hubs
	Become a member of the network
	Jobs & internships offers
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